Minutes

SCP Advisory Committee
Telephone Conference Call
March 6, 2007
10-11:30 a.m.


Absent: C. McEwan, J. Dooley

1. “CDL Open Access Database” or “CDL Licensed Database” will be in tag 590.

2. UCD is working with California State Library to use DAL (Digital Archive Links) for caldocs. SCP will forward caldoc records to UCD for the DAL’s and update the PIDs and Bibpurls accordingly. No redistribution of records is needed.

3. Search for the full-time temporary entry level Chinese Language Cataloger is not going as well as hoped.

4. UC-elink activities for SCP record links have been transferred successfully from CDL to UCSD to streamline the workflow. CDLHelpDesk should be used for reporting uc-elink problems as much as possible.

5. 135,000 ECCO records will be distributed in stages soon.

6. ESTC record numbers will be in both tag 001 and 035.

7. NBER papers have been approved for SCP cataloging.

8. Taylor and Francis titles with Informaworld links are being distributed and it may take a couple of months before they can be completed.

9. Members are encouraged to attend the free Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control at Mountain View, March 8, 2007, 8:30-4:15 p.m.

10. Separate and single record approach will be on the HOTS March agenda.

11. SCP serials records are under authority control, but monograph records are not always under control, especially the big record sets. SCP would like to look for an optimal way to perform this function. May be special projects can be performed to identify big monograph sets for interested campuses to collaborate.

12. Next meeting will be Thursday, April 12, 2007, from 10:00-11:30 a.m.